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Japan’s Asian Diplomacy: Power Transition, Domestic Politics, and Diffusion of Ideas (Critical Studies of the Asia-Pacific)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		
			This book provides a comprehensive analysis of Japan’s Asian diplomacy under Prime Minister Shinz? Abe. Under the Kantei-centred policymaking system, Shinz? Abe has implemented assertive foreign policies with a slogan of ‘diplomacy taking a panoramic perspective of the world’. The analyses in...
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Linux Desktop HacksO'Reilly, 2005
With hacks that any user can follow, Linux Desktop Hacks demonstrates how easy it is to  modify Linux to suit your desires. The book is packed with tips on customizing  and improving the interface, boosting performance, administering your desktop,  and generally making the most out of what X, KDE,...
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The Smell Of Kerosene: A Test Pilot's OdysseyUniversity Press of the Pacific, 2005

	The Smell of Kerosene tells the dramatic story of a NASA research pilot who logged over 11,000 flight hours in more than 125 types of aircraft. Donald Mallick gives the reader fascinating first- hand descriptions of his early naval flight training, carrier operations, and his research flying career with NASA and its predecessor agency, the...
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Financial Simulation Modeling in Excel, + Website: A Step-by-Step Guide (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Regardless of where I work, simulation has crept into my financial career. After

	nearly a decade of working with it in many capacities I’ve found it to be

	a mixed blessing. In many investment companies when the term simulation is

	simply brought up there are a variety of reactions. The two most visible camps of

	thought...
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Cloud Storage ForensicsSpon Press, 2013

	To reduce the risk of digital forensic evidence being called into question in judicial proceedings, it is important to have a rigorous methodology and set of procedures for conducting digital forensic investigations and examinations. Digital forensic investigation in the cloud computing environment, however, is in infancy due to the...
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Information Fusion in Signal and Image Processing: Major Probabilistic and Non-Probabilistic Numerical ApproachesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The area of information fusion has grown considerably during the last few years, leading to a rapid and impressive evolution. In such fast-moving times, it is important to take stock of the changes that have occurred. As such, this books offers an overview of the general principles and specificities of information fusion in signal and image...
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Learn WebAssembly: Build web applications with native performance using Wasm and C/C++Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		The first definitive guide on WebAssembly to help you break through the barriers of web development and build an entirely new class of performant applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Generate WebAssembly modules from C and C++ using Emscripten and interact with these modules in the browser

...
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Test and Analysis of Web ServicesSpringer, 2007
The service-oriented approach has become more and more popular, now allowing highly integrated and yet heterogeneous applications. Web services are the natural evolution of conventional middleware technologies to support Web-based and enterprise-level integration.

The highly dynamic characteristics of service-oriented applications means...
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Biology Of Genetic Dominance (Molecular Biology Intelligence Unit)Landes Bioscience, 2006
The word dominance, in the context of genetics, has been used for long time applied to characters or to alleles. A dominant character masks the expression of an alternative form. This loose definition would even apply when these alternatives are not determined by alleles of the same locus. In turn, a dominant allele refers to an alternative version...
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Computational Intelligence Paradigms: Theory & Applications using MATLABCRC Press, 2010

	Offering a wide range of programming examples implemented in MATLAB®, Computational Intelligence Paradigms: Theory and Applications Using MATLAB® presents theoretical concepts and a general framework for computational intelligence (CI) approaches, including artificial neural networks, fuzzy...
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Real-Time Volume GraphicsAK Peter, 2006

	IN TRADITIONAL COMPUTER GRAPHICS, 3D objects are created using highlevel
	surface representations such as polygonal meshes, NURBS (nonuniform
	rational B-spline) patches, or subdivision surfaces. Using this modeling
	paradigm, visual properties of surfaces, such as color, roughness, and
	reflectance, are described by means of a shading...
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Learning Android IntentsPackt Publishing, 2014

	If you already know at least the basics of Android, this is an opportunity to enhance your knowledge and acquire a deep understanding of Android Intents, allowing you to develop apps faster and more effectively.


	Overview

	
		Understand Android Intents to make application development quicker and easier

...
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